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Why is there no seagrass? Why hasn’t it recovered?

Why? Conservation vs restoration?

RESTORATION

CONSERVATION

High Costs
Short term goals
High failure rate

Excitement
Positivity

Engagement
Scale?

Ecological benefits?

Varied Costs
Potential long-term benefits

Stakeholder challenges
Not as exciting

Not as engaging
Big ecological benefits

Scale? 



Restoration vs habitat creation

Quantitative data vs historical ecology

Why?



Use of 30+ years of global literature

The science

van Katwijk et al 2016



Species and environment influence the difficulty and cost

Where to plant? Which environment?

Upper intertidal Intertidal Subtidal 



Use of existing data on seagrass and environmental conditions 

to model potential distribution 

Where to plant? Modelling



Ensure chosen site has the appropriate 

conditions for seagrass

Where to plant? Site validation



Site choice through stakeholder collaboration and 

co-production of knowledge

Government and land owner permissions

With whom? - Community support



Trial methods to determine appropriate local use 

How? Method development
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Transplants



Seagrass restoration isn’t simple, success and failure 

await, and making a solid plan takes time.

How? Don’t rush (or be rushed)into decisions



Abundance of seed of the appropriate genetic sources

How? Source of seed or shoots



Large aquaria facilities, labs, a fully equipped HSE dive 

team, marine monitoring equipment, MCA coded vessel… 

How? Facilities and funding



Restoration takes a vast 

amount of effort
People

Seagrass Ocean Rescue has involved over 2000 volunteers

But dependent upon a group of people who 

have been working on seagrass for years & 

decades



Defining criteria for success is important

What does success look like?



………seagrass restoration is difficult, expensive and 

a roller coaster ride, but is way more than just 

carbon!


